Black carbon or brown carbon? The nature of light-absorbing carbonaceous aerosols
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Abstract

Although the definition and measurement methods of atmospheric "black carbon" ("BC") have long been subjects of scientific controversy, the recent discovery of light-absorbing carbon that is not black ("brown carbon, C\textsubscript{brown}") makes it imperative to reassess and redefine the components that make up light-absorbing carbonaceous matter (LAC) in the atmosphere. Evidence for the atmospheric presence of C\textsubscript{brown} comes directly from aerosol absorption measurements near specific combustion sources, from observations of spectral properties of water extracts of continental aerosol, from laboratory studies indicating the formation of light-absorbing organic matter in the atmosphere, and indirectly from the chemical analogy of aerosol species to colored natural humic substances. We show that these species may severely bias measurements of "BC" and "EC" over vast parts of the troposphere, where mass concentration of C\textsubscript{brown} is high relative to that of combustion soot. We also imply that due to the strongly skewed absorption of C\textsubscript{brown} towards the UV, single-wavelength light absorption measurements may not be adequate for the assessment of absorption of solar radiation in the troposphere. The possible consequences of these effects on our understanding of tropospheric processes are discussed.

1 Background

Soot, the black material in the smoke from wood and coal fires, has been seen as the archetypical air pollutant throughout history (Brimblecombe, 1987). Its presence in the atmosphere even at the remotest locations was discovered in the 1970s and 1980s (Levin and Lindberg, 1979; Heintzenberg, 1982; Andreae, 1983), and the early studies on the environmental cycle of “black carbon” (BC) were summarized in the monograph Black Carbon in the Environment by E. D. Goldberg (1985). A recent review on the geochemistry of “black carbon” in the environment has been provided by Masiello (2004). In this section, we present background information on the evolution of
the study of "black carbon" and introduce the relevant concepts and terms. At the end of the section we will provide a set of definitions based on this discussion, which we will use in the rest of the paper, and which we propose for general use.

In recent years, scientific attention has shifted from the role of black carbon as a pollutant to its importance as a driver of global warming (Andreae, 1995; Hansen et al., 1998, 2005; Hansen and Nazarenko, 2004; Ramanathan et al., 2005). Some model calculations suggest that its climate forcing may rival that of methane, and that the present day global warming due to black carbon may be as much as 0.3–0.4°C (Jacobson, 2004; Chung and Seinfeld, 2005), while others find a smaller climate effect from this substance (Jones et al., 2005). Consequently, there is substantial controversy about the benefits of reducing "BC" as a strategy to mitigate global warming (Hansen et al., 2000; Jacobson, 2002; Bond and Sun, 2005). Because the climate effects of "BC" aerosol depend strongly on its physical and chemical properties, as well as on its residence time and distribution in the atmosphere (Jacobson, 2001), a thorough understanding of these properties and accurate techniques for the determination of "BC" in the atmosphere are deemed essential.

"Black carbon" or "soot carbon", the light-absorbing component of aerosols, has been identified as an impure form of near-elemental carbon with a graphite-like structure, which is formed in flaming combustion and in internal combustion engines (White and Germer, 1941; Grisdale, 1953; Medalia and Rivin, 1982; Bockhorn, 1994). In fact, soot particles are the only physically existing and observable particle types that can be readily recognized by their special morphology under the scanning or transmission electron microscope (Oberlin, 1989). Primary soot particles, 10–50 nm spheres, do not exist by themselves – instead they cluster together to form aggregates, which are their most stable form (Wentzel et al., 2003). In fresh smoke, these clusters tend to form open structures, which are then transformed by aging processes, including the uptake of water, into more closely packed particle types (Colbeck et al., 1990; Weingartner et al., 1997; Ruellan et al., 1999; Abel et al., 2003; Onischuk et al., 2003). However, soot associated with the smoldering stage of biomass combustion usually forms much larger spherical and compacted particles that seem to be more resistant to atmospheric aging processes (Martins et al., 1998b).

The initial chemical composition of soot depends strongly on its sources: some sources can produce almost pure elemental carbon, while others produce soot of which 50% by mass is organic matter (Medalia and Rivin, 1982). Graphite, the ultimate form of pure elemental carbon in the atmosphere, is an absolutely inert material under atmospheric conditions. It can be oxidized in air only at temperatures exceeding 600°C. In graphitic structures each carbon-carbon bond achieves only one third of a double bond character, unlike a strictly aromatic or olefinic linkage. The resonance of the π-electrons among various configurations accounts for its electrical conductivity and broad-band light absorption. This latter property is of utmost importance in the light absorption by soot particles, it thus serves as a basis for the optical methods of their determination.

Graphitic structures in which carbon atoms occupy lattice sites in a two-dimensional honeycomb network (graphene layers) have intense Raman modes, but very weak IR vibrational absorption. These Raman modes enable unambiguous identification of graphitic structures in atmospheric aerosol, possibly as the only method available at a molecular level (Rosen and Novakov, 1977; Mertes et al., 2004). The shapes and intensities of Raman transitions are functions of the graphite crystal size, morphology and sample composition (Sze et al., 2001; Sadezky et al., 2005). High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) revealed that the internal structure of combustion soot spheres depends strongly on the chemical and thermal environment under which they are formed and on the time available for annealing (Buseck et al., 1987; Su et al., 2004). Very rapidly formed soot is nearly amorphous, with only some signatures of short-range order (Postai et al., 1999; Grieco et al., 2000; Ferry et al., 2002; Wentzel et al., 2003), with fullerene-like structures developing at slightly longer residence times in the combustion region. At longer annealing times (seconds to minutes) and higher temperatures, more highly ordered carbon structures develop.

Soot is usually thought to be insoluble in water and organic solvents. While this
is definitely true for pure graphite, more atmospherically relevant soot types behave differently (Medalia and Rivin, 1982). For example, extraction of hexane soot with various solvents showed it to contain up to 33 mass-% soluble material, consisting of polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), oxygenated polyaromatic hydrocarbons, and a small fraction of aliphatic compounds (Akhter et al., 1985). Although the average elemental composition of combustion soot is usually dominated by carbon (e.g., 92.2 mol-% C and 7.8 mol-% O in kerosene soot), an atmospheric soot particle may be regarded as a complex three-dimensional organic polymer with the capability of transferring electrons, rather than merely an amorphous form of elemental carbon (Chang et al., 1982). The relatively low mass fraction of oxygen in soot may be deceiving, since most of it is actually found on the surface of soot in various functional groups, so that the soot particles do not behave as pure graphitic carbon in most atmospheric processes. The amount of oxygen at the surface of soot particles depends on combustion conditions, with more efficient combustion regimes resulting in higher abundance of oxygen and defective structures at the surface of the particles (Chughtai et al., 2002; Su et al., 2004). This in turn increases the chemical reactivity of the particles (including their thermochemical properties in soot analyzers) and their wettability in the atmosphere. The carbon-to-hydrogen mol ratio has been reported to be about 3–6 in diesel engine and exhaust soots and about 8–20 in carbon blacks (Cachier et al., 1989b; Ebert, 1990; Clague et al., 1999).

Despite the ample variations in morphology and chemistry, we propose to call this combustion-derived particle type “soot carbon” or \( C_{\text{soot}} \) as long as the identity of this species has been definitely established. However, the measurement techniques that are capable of doing so, such as Raman spectroscopy or electron microscopy, are absolutely impractical for routine monitoring of this important aerosol component.

To address this problem, various measurement methods have been developed and utilized for the quantification of this aerosol component on a routine basis, making use of some characteristic properties of “elemental” carbon (Andreae et al., 1984; Hitzenberger et al., 1999; Schmid et al., 2001; ten Brink et al., 2004). These methods have created new operational definitions such as black carbon (“BC”) or elemental carbon (“EC”) depending on the key property they are taking advantage of. “EC” is conventionally the preferred term in conjunction with thermal and wet chemical determinations, which are deemed suitable for the selective measurement of the refractory component. The term “BC” implies that this component is responsible for the absorption of visible light, and is generally used when optical methods are applied for its determination. It is important to note that neither category corresponds in a unique way to a physically observable particle type. Both “BC” and “EC” can only be regarded as “proxies” for the concentration of soot carbon, whose accuracies depend on the similarity between atmospheric soot and the species used for calibration. If atmospheric soot were pure graphite and all the methods were calibrated against graphite, “BC” and “EC” readings would give exactly the mass concentration of soot carbon as intended. Since, however, graphite is only a trace component of atmospheric soot, “BC” and “EC” measurements usually give different results, which have possibly little in common with the “true” mass concentrations of atmospheric soot particles. However, in the literature these discrepancies are usually disregarded and the terms “BC” and “EC” are used interchangeably as synonyms for soot carbon.

To make clear that “EC” is not strictly “elemental” carbon in a chemical sense, but rather an operationally defined component, we shall use the term \( EC_a \) (“apparent elemental carbon”) in this paper. Similarly, since “BC” is operationally defined as that amount of pure soot (with an absorption cross section of ca. \( 7.5 \text{ m}^2 \text{ g}^{-1} \); Bond and Bergstrom, 2006) that would produce the same absorption signal as the sample (Bond et al., 2004), we shall use the term \( BC_{eq} \) (“equivalent black carbon”) here. When we refer in general to all forms of light absorbing carbonaceous aerosols, we shall use the term “light absorbing carbon” (Malm et al., 1994; Bond and Bergstrom, 2006).

It is conventionally assumed in atmospheric science, especially in climate-related discussions, that “BC” (used synonymously with soot carbon) is the only light-absorbing component of submicron aerosol. In addition, “BC” is very often considered as a single specific entity throughout the atmosphere, originating from combustion as the sole
source, and having a black color and uniform chemical composition and physical properties. This view has remained popular in spite of the fact that there exists no single material constant for the refractive index of atmospheric light-absorbing carbon (LAC): its value is dependent on the type of the fuel and the conditions of combustion (Bond and Bergstrom, 2006). The refractive index of LAC, together with size and density are key parameters in the Lorentz-Mie calculation of the mass absorption efficiency ($\alpha_{abs}$) of a single soot particle. Bond and Bergstrom (2006) have recently re-analyzed the literature data on the refractive index and mass absorption efficiency of uncoated, “naked”, soot particles considering only traceable actual measurements, rather than a mixture of measurements, secondary references and models. They suggest that some of the previously reported uncertainty is related to inaccurate analysis of literature data in previous reviews and propose a value of $\alpha_{abs}=7.5\pm1.2\text{ m}^2\text{ g}^{-1}$ for atmospheric soot particles, and that higher absorption cross-sections result from coating processes in the atmosphere.

Recently, it has become clear that certain organic compounds in addition to C$_{\text{soot}}$ may also contribute to light absorption in atmospheric fine aerosol. There has been mounting evidence from chemical aerosol measurements, laboratory studies, or direct measurements of the spectral dependence of light absorption (Mukai and Ambe, 1986; Havers et al., 1998b; Hoffer et al., 2005) that there is a continuum of carbonaceous substances in atmospheric aerosols (Fig. 1, from Pöschl, 2003). At one end is the thermally refractory and strongly light absorbing near-elemental “EC” or C$_{\text{soot}}$ and at the other extreme are thermally reactive and colorless organic substances, such as hydrocarbons. Although the mass absorption efficiency of light-absorbing organic species at the wavelength of 550 nm is much less than that of C$_{\text{soot}}$, it increases sharply towards lower wavelengths, making their absorption in the UV potentially significant due to their observed high abundance in continental aerosol (Hoffer et al., 2005). This spectral dependence causes the material, or its solution, to appear brown (or yellow). In analogy to soot carbon, we propose to call these species collectively C$_{\text{brown}}$, highlighting their optical properties as well as their uncertain origin and chemical composition.

It was observed that particles from smoldering combustion (Patterson and McMahon, 1984), or from industrial combustion of lignite (Bond et al., 1999b) can produce substantial amounts of C$_{\text{brown}}$. Particulate matter collected in the vicinity of a lignite combustion plant appeared light brown to yellowish, but certainly not black as would be expected for pure soot particles (Bond et al., 1998). This was especially true for the initial period of the combustion, when yellow particles were released in great abundance. It was speculated that the weakly absorbing coal tar, consisting of partially aromatized organic matter, can escape from the coal matrix by devolatilization, then undergo thermal processing leading to a progressively greater degree of graphitization. Thus, aromatic compounds emitted from bituminous coal combustion may cover a continuum from a few conjugated aromatic rings (coal tar) to an extended network of aromatic rings (C$_{\text{soot}}$). The higher degree of graphitization means that the energy gap between the highest ground state and the lowest excited state is smaller, which enhances absorption efficiency and simultaneously shifts absorption towards longer wavelengths (lower energy).

Similar processes may take place during the pyrolysis of organic matter, especially during biomass combustion (Mukai and Ambe, 1986). Pyrolysis products can escape without being combusted in flames, and then condense in the cooling plume. Thus they become associated with submicron particles, characteristic of secondary aerosols. Since lignin pyrolysis products are substituted aromatic compounds, they may behave similarly to bituminous coal combustion products. Lignin pyrolysis products were identified in biomass burning aerosol. In addition, there may be some of the solid products of the charring process emitted as aerosol. Most of this char material is expected to end up as supermicron particles, typical of primary aerosols. Because these particles are porous and light, however, their aerodynamic diameter may be much smaller than their geometric diameter, and they may end up in the “submicron” fraction of impactor or stacked filter samples.

Light-absorbing carbonaceous aerosols can also originate from processes other than combustion, particularly from biogenic materials and their low-temperature oxidation.
and polymerization products (Andreae and Crutzen, 1997). The bulk characterization of 
organic carbon in fine continental aerosol, in particular of its water-soluble fraction, 
revealed that it contains substantial amounts of material with properties closely resem-
bling those of natural humic/fulvic substances (Havers et al., 1998a; Zappoli et al., 
1999; Gelencsér et al., 2000a, b; Krivácsy et al., 2000, 2001; Decesari et al., 2001; 
Kiss et al., 2001). Natural humic/fulvic substances are known to result from the con-
version of plant degradation products into polymeric substances with a high degree of 
aromaticity. Such components make up much of what are usually referred to as humic 
and fulvic acids, and provide the light absorbing component of dark soils, swamp wa-
ters, and black tea. Filters loaded with macroscopic amounts of fulvic or humid acid 
samples look very dark brown or nearly black (Fig. 2). Tannin/lignin compounds which 
have similar properties were identified in precipitation (Likens et al., 1983), whereas in 
cloud water insoluble black particles with the distinguishing infrared absorption bands 
for both protein and cellulose, and brown particles with the imprint of decomposed 
proteins were observed (Bank and Castillio, 1987).

Besides originating directly from biomass burning or decomposition, colored poly-
meric products (HULIS) might also form in heterogeneous reactions from dienes like 
isoprene in the presence of sulfuric acid (Limbeck et al., 2003). Alternatively, aromatic 
hydroxy acids, which are emitted in vast quantities by the pyrolysis of lignin during 
biomass burning may yield colored products in multiphase reactions with OH radicals 
under typical conditions prevalent in cloud water (Gelencsér et al., 2003).

All these findings point to the important fact that in the atmosphere a single uniform 
entity of “BC” does not exist: on one hand, C_{soot} already has a wide range of chemical 
and physical properties which renders any attempt for generalization highly uncertain; 
on the other hand, there is clearly a substantial fraction of organic matter in fine at-
mospheric aerosol, which is light-absorbing, but has properties and origins very much 
different from soot and it is definitely not black. The term “brown carbon” (C_{brown}) that 
we propose here is meant to represent the latter, though it could include the “tail” of the 
properties of combustion soot. These moderately-to-weakly absorbing particles could 
in part originate from low-temperature combustion processes (e.g., biomass burning or 
lignite combustion), or could even be produced in the atmosphere in heterogeneous or 
multiphase processes. Generally speaking, the LAC in aerosol equals the sum of C_{soot} 
and C_{brown}.

In the following we will review how the existence of C_{brown} may change our under-
standing of atmospheric LAC and atmospheric light absorption in general. For this 
purpose we need to know the physical and chemical properties of C_{brown} particularly 
in relation to those of soot carbon. Although C_{brown} does denote an existing compo-
ent of atmospheric aerosol, it possibly covers a wide range of chemical and physical 
properties that are very difficult to measure, and even more difficult to generalize. In 
other words, contrary to C_{soot}, for which surrogates such as BC_\alpha or EC_\alpha exist that are 
widely used for its representation in atmospheric science, no such surrogate can be 
meaningfully defined for C_{brown}. One might argue that natural humic or fulvic acids 
may be suitable for representing the fundamental properties of C_{brown}, as has been 
proven in a series of studies on atmospheric aerosol (Havers et al., 1998a; Zappoli 
et al., 1999; Krivácsy et al., 2000, 2001; Kiss et al., 2001), and was suggested by 
Fuzzi et al. (2001). However, terrestrial or aquatic humic and fulvic acids are not single 
chemical species, but operationally defined classes of compounds, which themselves 
exhibit an extremely wide range of physico-chemical properties. Therefore, any arbi-
trarily selected “reference” material as a surrogate is likely to be unsuitable for the 
representation of the wide variety of C_{brown} in the atmosphere. Nevertheless, in dis-
cussing the role of C_{brown} in atmospheric light absorption, we will rely on the properties 
of HULIS (“HUmic-Like Substances”) observed in the water-soluble fraction of aerosol 
and sometimes on those of “standard” humic and fulvic acids.

Since the terminology in this field has evolved to be confusing, complex and con-
tradictory, we give here a set of definitions for the way the various terms referring to 
atmospheric carbon will be used in this paper. Some of these definitions will be dis-
cussed in more detail later in the paper.

“Soot carbon” (C_{soot}): Carbon particles with the morphological and chemical prop-
erties typical of the soot aerosol from combustion: Aggregates of spherules made of graphene layers, consisting almost purely of carbon, with minor amounts of bound heteroelements, especially hydrogen and oxygen. This definition does not include the organic substances (oils, etc.) frequently present in or on combustion soot particles.

“Brown carbon” ($C_{brown}$): Light-absorbing organic matter in atmospheric aerosols of various origins, e.g., soil humics, HULIS, tarry materials from combustion, bioaerosols, etc.

Light-absorbing carbon (LAC): General term for light-absorbing carbonaceous substances in atmospheric aerosol, includes $C_{soot}$ and $C_{brown}$.

“Elemental carbon” ("EC"): Used here (always in quotes) in the sense that is conventionally and carelessly used in the literature, usually implying a near-elemental soot-carbon-like composition, and usually referring to the fraction of carbon that is oxidized above a certain temperature threshold, and only in the presence of an oxygen-containing atmosphere.

“Apparent elemental carbon” ($EC_a$): Operationally defined as the fraction of carbon that is oxidized above a certain temperature threshold in the presence of an oxygen-containing atmosphere. May be corrected for charring, depending on the technique used.

“Black carbon” ("BC"): Used here (always in quotes) in the sense that is conventionally and carelessly used in the literature, generally implied to have optical properties and composition similar to soot carbon. In the climate science and in pollutant inventory communities this is the most commonly used term, without consideration of its unclear definition. Also commonly used for the result of a LAC measurement by an optical absorption technique.

“Equivalent black carbon” ($BC_e$): Operationally defined as the amount of strongly light-absorbing carbon with the approximate optical properties of $C_{soot}$ that would give the same signal in an optical instrument (e.g., the aethalometer) as the sample.

2 Interference of $C_{brown}$ with $EC_a$/$BC_e$ measurements

2.1 Thermochemical analysis

The accurate sampling and determination of carbonaceous species in atmospheric aerosols has been recognized as one of the most difficult challenges facing atmospheric chemists (Huebert and Charlson, 2000). The most common methods for the determination of OC, $BC_e$ or $EC_a$ are simple thermal, optical, or more recently, thermal-optical methods. The presence of significant concentrations of $C_{brown}$ in tropospheric fine aerosol may cause substantial bias in any of the traditional measurement techniques resulting in erroneous $BC_e$ or $EC_a$ concentration values, which are subsequently carried on to calculations of atmospheric light absorption.

Thermochemical analysis was originally developed for urban aerosols, including particularly diesel soot (Ellis and Novakov, 1982; Cadle et al., 1983; Cachier et al., 1989a; Birch and Cary, 1996). This type of analysis, also referred to as “Evolved Gas Analysis” (EGA), consists of the controlled heating of the sample in a stream of gas, so that organic compounds and soot carbon are successively volatilized and oxidized to $CO_2$, which is then transferred to a detector and either measured directly or after conversion to $CH_4$. The total carbon (TC) content of the sample is determined from the integral of the $CO_2$ emitted over the entire temperature range, while the organic carbon (OC) fraction is defined as the amount of $CO_2$ released up to a certain threshold temperature. The carbon fraction combusted above this threshold temperature, our $EC_a$, has usually been called “elemental carbon”, because it is assumed that it represents the soot fraction of the aerosol, which is thought to consist mostly of carbon, i.e., have a nearly elemental composition. This is most applicable to diesel soot or lamp black, where black carbon is nearly identical with soot carbon, and has a chemical composition close to elemental carbon. In thermograms of samples where $C_{soot}$ dominates, there is usually a clearly defined peak at high temperatures (>450°C). HR-TEM investigation of diesel soot particles has shown them to have near-spherical structure with onion-like graphene layers. Because the reactivity of carbon phases increases with the
amount of free-edge carbon and structural hetero-atoms, diesel soot with its spherical structure and high carbon content is the most refractory environmental carbon phase, and is therefore most readily separated from organic carbonaceous aerosol components (Gustafsson et al., 2001).

However, severe difficulties are encountered when this type of analysis is applied to samples containing brown carbon from biomass burning (Reid et al., 2005b) or humic materials. Firstly, because of the ill-defined chemical nature of C\textsubscript{brown}, it is volatilized over a wide range of temperatures in thermochemical analysis. Some of it therefore is classified as organic carbon, some as “elemental” carbon (Mayol-Bracero et al., 2002).

Furthermore, the chemical composition of the aerosol sample and filter substrate can influence the temperature at which EC\textsubscript{a} is evolved (Lin and Friedlander, 1988). In particular, biomass smoke contains inorganic components that catalyze oxidation of C\textsubscript{soot} and C\textsubscript{brown}, shifting their combustion to lower temperatures (Novakov and Corrigan, 1995). Generally, it has been found that “EC” in aged and remote aerosols evolves at considerably lower temperatures (450–550°C instead of 550–700°C) than in urban aerosols (Turner and Hering, 1994; Huffman, 1996b). In thermochemical procedures with a fixed temperature sequence, where the distinction between EC\textsubscript{a} and OC is made solely based on combustion temperature (e.g., the R&P 5400 Ambient Carbon Particulate Monitor), a misidentification of C\textsubscript{soot} as organic carbon, and a reduction in the fraction of C\textsubscript{brown} that is classified as EC\textsubscript{a} may result. Conversely, when the last peak in a thermogram is simply interpreted as representing EC\textsubscript{a}, without considering the convergence of EC\textsubscript{a} and OC combustion temperatures by catalytic effects, EC\textsubscript{a} concentrations may be drastically overestimated (by a factor of 2–10) (Novakov and Corrigan, 1995; Mayol-Bracero et al., 2002).

In view of the difficulty of ascertaining the identity of EC\textsubscript{a} based solely on its thermal behavior, it may be useful to also use potentially available chemical information. The H/C molar ratio in C\textsubscript{soot} is ca. 0.15±0.05, well below that of organic substances, where it usually exceeds 1.0, except in highly condensed materials (PAH, humics, lignin) where it tends to cluster in the range 0.5–1.5 (Cachier et al., 1989b; Huffman, 1996b; Kim et al., 2003). This could provide a diagnostic feature in thermograms made with instruments having a H\textsubscript{2}O channel in addition to the usual CO\textsubscript{2} detector channel (Kuhlbusch et al., 1998). This possibility has remained little explored, even though detectors that provide simultaneous determination of H\textsubscript{2}O and CO\textsubscript{2} are widely available, e.g., the LI-6262 or LI-7000 (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE 68504, USA). Figure 3 shows a thermogram from a sample of biomass smoke collected in the Amazon during the LBA-SMCC campaign (Andreae et al., 2004), which had been water-extracted before analysis. There is a clear differentiation between the three peaks based on the H/C ratio: The first peak, which represents the most volatile compounds, has an H/C ratio of ~4, and probably still contains some absorbed water from the extraction procedure (note that the thermogram shows H\textsubscript{2}O, with two H atoms per molecule). The second peak has an H/C ratio near 2, similar to cellulose and lignin compounds, while the third peak, above 500°C, shows a much lower H/C of about 0.4, near but somewhat above that reported for C\textsubscript{soot}.

Apart from these conceptual difficulties with the demarcation between C\textsubscript{soot} and C\textsubscript{brown}, charring of organic compounds including C\textsubscript{brown} is one of the major artefacts in thermochemical analyses. Some methods carefully optimize experimental conditions in order to minimize the extent of charring, such as the two-step combustion procedure developed by Cachier et al. (1989a). Although in using this method charring can largely be avoided for various organic matrices, the authors themselves found that humic acids undergo charring up to 37±3% by mass. One could argue, however, that the brown carbon from biomass burning is not as subject to significant charring, given that it has been volatilized before in the fire. This is contradicted by the findings that water-soluble organic carbon (WSOC), which is a major component of pyrogenic aerosols and contains a significant amount of C\textsubscript{brown}, has been shown to be especially prone to charring (Yu et al., 2002, 2004). This also applies to the most abundant organic compound in pyrogenic aerosols, levoglucosan. These issues have been largely ignored, because at the time the method was developed, nothing was known about the presence of HULIS in fine aerosol, but recently it has become obvious that “EC” values measured in the
presence of considerable amounts of C\text{brown} (as is likely the case for biomass burning aerosol and continental fine aerosol in general) may be overestimated by some variants of thermochemical analysis.

Extraction of the sample with water or organic solvents prior to thermochemical analysis is used in another group of methods (Novakov and Corrigan, 1995; Mayol-Bracero et al., 2002; Kirchstetter et al., 2003). Water extraction removes both inorganic catalytic compounds and at least part of the C\text{brown}, providing a closer approximation of the actual C\text{soot} content by EC\text{a}. The removal of the WSOC considerably reduces the charring artefact. Organic solvents also remove organic carbon and part of C\text{brown}, but do not eliminate the catalytic effect of inorganic ions.

Charring is corrected for in thermal-optical analysis which has been regarded as the most accurate method for the OC/EC\text{a} split. In this method the transmittance or reflectance of the filter sample is monitored during the thermographic analysis (Chow et al., 1993; Birch and Cary, 1996). The transmittance initially decreases with heating due to charring of organic matter, and then increases again, as the char is combusted. The cut-point between OC and EC\text{a} is defined as that point in the thermogram at which transmittance has returned to the value it had before charring. This optical pyrolysis correction assumes that the light extinction per unit mass of pyrolytically produced carbon is the same as the light extinction per unit mass of carbon removed until the reflectance regains its initial value. Since this condition is unlikely to be met, there is an inherent bias in either direction in the demarcation between light-absorbing and elemental carbon. In an analysis of the data set from the IMPROVE aerosol network in the United States, Huffmann (1996a; 1996b) has shown that the charring correction in the thermal-optical reflectance technique and the misinterpretation in the OC-EC\text{a} cutpoint can lead to a large underestimation of EC\text{a}. In a recent comparison between EC\text{a}/OC determinations by the thermal-optical reflectance (TOR) and thermal-optical transmission (TOT) techniques, differences by as much as a factor of 4 were observed for the EC\text{a} concentrations obtained with the two variants of the technique (Chow et al., 2004). These differences could be attributed to charring within the filter matrix that introduced a bias in the TOT technique (Chen et al., 2004).

In intercomparisons of a large number of techniques for the determination of TC, OC and EC\text{a}, the agreement is usually quite good for TC, but very poor for the determination of the EC\text{a} fraction (Countess, 1990; Hitzenberger et al., 1999; Schmid et al., 2001; ten Brink et al., 2004; Watson et al., 2006). Typically, the EC\text{a} measurements are highly correlated between methods, indicating that the differences are of a systematic nature. While the various thermal-optical and EGA techniques usually agree reasonably well (better than a factor of two discrepancy) for soot, gasoline and diesel engine emissions, and urban particulates (Countess, 1990; Guillemin et al., 1997; Lim et al., 2003), huge differences (up to factors of six, and occasionally even more) are seen for samples from non-urban areas and biomass burning emissions (Chow et al., 2001; Schmid et al., 2001). But even for the new standard reference materials, RM 8785 (Air Particulate Matter on Filter Media), two different thermal-optical protocols (IMPROVE and STN-NIOSH) yielded unreconciled differences of a factor of 2 (Klouda et al., 2005), so that the material has been issued with two different so-called “information concentration values” (based on the two different protocols) for EC\text{a}! The good agreement between various methods for analyzing diesel exhaust particulates is understandable since, as discussed above, they exhibit a clearly ordered layer structure approaching that of polycrystalline graphite, and contain very little polymeric organic material. This is supported by the studies of Wittmaack (2004, 2005), who found that diesel particles were thermally stable in air up to 470°C, and then oxidized in a narrow temperature interval between 480 and 510°C. However, large uncertainty is associated with the thermal-optical measurements of aerosol containing a large fraction of C\text{brown} and pyrolyzable OC. In a recent study, a thermal-optical method was tested on atmospheric aerosol, wood smoke, coal fly ash, and secondary organic aerosol from smog-chamber experiments as source samples, and on organic matrices

such as wood smoke extract, candle wax and motor oil (Schauer et al., 2003). It was found that all ambient atmospheric aerosol samples pyrolyzed during analysis, as did wood smoke and secondary organic aerosol among the source samples, and wood smoke extract among the organic matrices. Even with the optimized 10-step temperature program it was not possible to fully correct for charring. The outcome was that elemental carbon was measured by the thermal-optical method in samples in which it should not be present. In other cases, the measurement of EC$_\alpha$ was biased by some organic matrices. For example, in the wood smoke extract, 5% of the carbon was falsely assigned as elemental by the thermal-optical method. Another study revealed that for smog-chamber aerosol, which contained no soot, ~2% of total carbon was erroneously interpreted to be “EC” (in the sense of soot particles) by a thermal-optical method (Chow et al., 1993). EGA thermograms of non-urban aerosols suggest that a significant fraction of OC is combusted in the temperature range normally associated with C$_{soot}$, and therefore would be incorrectly assigned to the “EC” fraction. Some types of bioaerosol particles, which are likely to be light-absorbing as well, require combustion temperatures well above 600°C (Wittmaack, 2005).

A further example for these problems is provided by the EGA thermograms of commercial samples of humic acid and lignin, both of which are dark brown to black substances (C$_{brown}$), visually resembling “EC” (Fig. 4). The lignin sample is combusted almost completely below 600°C, and the ratio of the H$_2$O and CO$_2$ signals suggests that the H/C molar ratio ranges from about 1–4, with an average of 1.3, which is within the range previously reported for lignins (Kim et al., 2003). The humic acid sample, on the other hand, has a mean H/C of 0.46 for the low temperature peak and a pronounced peak near 600°C, which would in an unknown sample be usually interpreted as evidence of a large C$_{soot}$ fraction. Even the H/C ratio of ca. 0.3 in the latter peak resulting from the combustion of thermally refractory organic material is difficult to distinguish from that of C$_{soot}$. The presence of comparably hydrogen-deficient fractions in riverine dissolved organic matter has been interpreted as evidence for the presence of “BC” from charred biomass (Kim et al., 2004), but it is plausible that similar materials can also be produced by (bio)chemical condensation polymerization.

The response of the thermal or thermal-optical techniques to the light-absorbing substances in biomass smoke has not been adequately characterized, but seems to be very dependent on the instrumental settings. Birch and Cary (1996) note that with an “optimized” setting they find only 0.86% EC$_\alpha$ in cigarette smoke, while with a “less than optimal” setting 20–30% of the carbon on cigarette smoke was designated elemental. Furthermore, thermal analysis of starch and cellulose in the presence of NH$_4$HSO$_4$ produced 2–3 times the amount of char than was formed in the absence of the inorganic compound, while the charring of levoglucosan decreased in the presence of NH$_4$HSO$_4$ (Yu et al., 2002).

An additional complication for thermal-optical measurements is presented by the fact that the spectral absorption of C$_{brown}$ differs from that of black carbon. The absorption cross section of C$_{brown}$ increases very sharply with decreasing wavelength, with a power of ~2 to ~6, whereas C$_{soot}$ (e.g., from diesel vehicles) shows a $\lambda^{-1}$ dependence (Kirchstetter et al., 2004; Hoffer et al., 2005; Schmid et al., 2005). At the red wavelength of the HeNe laser (632.8 nm) used in the thermal-optical instrument, C$_{brown}$ absorbs much less than C$_{soot}$, which may lead to a bias because of the assumption that char and the LAC in the sample have the same optical properties.

### 2.2 Light absorption measurements

In principle, the relatively strong light absorption of C$_{soot}$ can be utilized to infer C$_{soot}$ from an optical measurement of aerosol light absorption ($\sigma_{abs}$) and the mass-specific absorption of C$_{soot}$ ($\sigma_{abs}^C$). This approach has the advantage, from a climate perspective, that the primary measurement relates directly to the light-absorbing properties of the aerosol, without consideration of whether the absorption is due to C$_{soot}$ or C$_{brown}$.

However, significant uncertainties are associated with the determination of both $\sigma_{abs}$ and $\sigma_{abs}^C$. For atmospheric applications, the only instrument that can measure the light absorption directly on an airborne aerosol is the photacoustic spectrometer (PAS) (Truex and Anderson, 1979; Yasa et al., 1979; Petzold and Niessner, 1995; Moosmüller...
et al., 1997; Arnott et al., 1999). In principle, light absorption by airborne aerosols can also be determined by the so-called “difference method”, where absorption is determined from the difference between extinction and scattering as measured by an extinction cell and a nephelometer, respectively (Schnaiter et al., 2005b; Sheridan et al., 2005). While this method is useful for the validation of absorption techniques with high concentrations of relatively “dark” aerosols (single scattering albedo at 550 nm < ~0.8), it results in unacceptably large errors for typical atmospheric conditions, since it determines \( \sigma_{\text{abs}} \) from a fairly small difference of two large numbers (extinction and scattering coefficient) (Schnaiter et al., 2005b; Sheridan et al., 2005). Comparison experiments with the PAS and optical extinction cells show excellent agreement for a wide variety of aerosols including diesel soot, biomass smoke particles and ambient aerosol (Petzold et al., 2005; Schnaiter et al., 2005b).

Historically, absorption measurements have most frequently been performed with on-line integrating plate techniques (e.g., aethalometer and particle soot absorption photometer, PSAP), which deposit aerosol onto a filter and measure the resulting change in light transmittance through the filter, i.e., not \( \sigma_{\text{abs}} \) but the attenuation coefficient \( \sigma_{\text{ATN}} \) through the aerosol-laden filter is measured. As a result of the fact that these measurements are not done on airborne aerosols, but on samples deposited on a filter, there are a variety of artefacts mainly due to filter-aerosol interactions (multiple scattering), shadowing of the incident light with increasing filter loading, and aerosol scattering effects (Petzold et al., 1997; Weingartner et al., 2003; Arnott et al., 2005). In a study where several filter-based measurements of the absorption coefficient of biomass smoke were compared, the systematic disagreement between methods was “only” 20–40%, but individual measurements often differed by a factor of three (Reid et al., 1998b).

Although numerous efforts have been made to calibrate aethalometers and PSAPs and to correct for the various artefacts (Hansen et al., 1984; Bodhaine, 1995; Bond et al., 1999a), no generally valid calibration or correction scheme for ambient aerosol has become available due to the complex interaction of physical aerosol properties (size, single scattering albedo, mixing state) and the filter matrix. Comparisons of simultaneous measurements made using PAS and filter-based techniques (PSAP, aethalometer, integrating plate) show considerable differences (up to a factor of two) under some circumstances, especially when the relative humidity is variable (Moosmüller et al., 1998; Arnott et al., 1999, 2003; Sheridan et al., 2005). The most reliable filter-based instrument for absorption measurements at this time is the multi-angle absorption photometer (MAAP), which simultaneously measures transmittance and reflectance of the filter at multiple angles and uses a two-stream radiative transfer model to determine the filter and aerosol scattering corrections for the absorption measurement (Petzold and Schönlinner, 2004).

Overall we conclude that, depending on which technique is used and what corrections are applied, systematic errors of up to a factor of two must be expected when inferring the true in-situ absorption coefficient from filter-based absorption measurements, unless these are carefully corrected for filter and scattering effects. On the other hand, laboratory comparisons between the PAS and difference method suggest that the PAS can determine aerosol absorption with an accuracy <10% (Moosmüller et al., 1998; Arnott et al., 1999, 2003; Sheridan et al., 2005).

Another problem arises from the fact that, when absorption is measured with the intention to derive “black carbon” concentrations, a measured or assumed specific absorption cross section (\( \alpha_{\text{abs}} \)) must be used to convert light absorption to mass concentration of BC. As mentioned above, Bond and Bergstrom (2006) have reviewed the literature and recommended a value of \( \alpha_{\text{abs}} = 7.5 \pm 1.2 \text{m}^2 \text{g}^{-1} \) for airborne, uncoated, “naked” soot particles. However, due to condensation processes and/or cloud processing, atmospheric soot particles acquire non-absorbing coatings (mainly sulfate and/or organic carbon), which lead to absorption enhancements.\footnote{\( \alpha_{\text{abs}} \) for soot particles with sulfate coatings indicate enhancements of up to factors of 2–3 for extremely large coating thicknesses (a few mass percent of soot) and relatively large particle size (>300 nm) (Martins et al., 1998a; Fuller et al., 1999). This is consistent with recent measurements by Schnaiter et al. (2005a) that showed enhancement fac-
}
tors of up to 2.0±0.2 for 400 nm (diesel) soot particles coated by organic carbon (soot volume fraction <3%). In addition, hygroscopic particle growth may further enhance $\alpha_{\text{abs}}$ by up to a factor of about 1.3 at relative humidities up to 95% (Redemann et al., 2001). Hence, for atmospheric conditions we expect $\alpha_{\text{abs}}$=7.5±1.2 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ only to be realistic in near-source regimes; aged soot particles may exceed this value by a factor 2 or more.

For filter-based BC$_a$ methods, one can either convert the measured attenuation into absorption (as described above) and then apply $\alpha_{\text{abs}}$, or apply the attenuation cross section ($\alpha_{\text{ATN}}$) directly to the attenuation coefficient. The range of values for $\alpha_{\text{ATN}}$ reported in the literature is between about 1 to 30 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ (Liousse et al., 1993, 1995; Chylek et al., 1995; Colbeck et al., 1997; Petzold et al., 1997; Martins et al., 1998a; Moosmüller et al., 1998; Reid et al., 1998a; Fuller et al., 1999; Kopp et al., 1999; Lavanchy et al., 1999; Dillner et al., 2001; Sharma et al., 2002; Lim et al., 2003; Schnaiter et al., 2003). This exceeds the range of $\alpha_{\text{abs}}$ values, since in addition to the inherent variability of $\alpha_{\text{abs}}$, $\alpha_{\text{ATN}}$ is affected by the numerous instrument-specific uncertainties that depend on aerosol properties such as chemical composition, particle size and shape, and mixing state (Martins et al., 1998a; Hitzenberger et al., 1999; Reid et al., 2005a; Bond and Bergstrom, 2006). Theoretical considerations as well as laboratory experiments show that, even with the same instrumental setup, $\alpha_{\text{ATN}}$ varies considerably as a function of the LAC content of the aerosol, and becomes most variable and uncertain for aerosol with low LAC fractions, in the range commonly encountered in non-urban and remote regions (Horvath, 1997; Lindberg et al., 1999). These problems increase toward lower wavelengths, and therefore most strongly influence measurements made with instruments using green light (e.g., the PSAP at 565 nm) or the shorter-wavelength channels of the 7-wavelength aethalometer AE-31. The aethalometer model AE10, which uses white light at an effective wavelength of 880 nm (Weingartner et al., 2003) is likely to be less affected.

Finally, very often, $\alpha_{\text{ATN}}$ is being derived using thermochemical EC$_a$ measurements, and therefore carries with it all the uncertainties discussed above. We feel that this is one of the primary causes for the huge variations in $\alpha_{\text{ATN}}$ observed in calibration studies. In most cases, the importance of this source of uncertainty was, however, not appreciated by the authors, and the relative variations of $\alpha_{\text{ATN}}$ were often explained as resulting only from differences in morphology and mixing state of LAC related to different sources and aging processes. In practice, a value of about 10 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ is typically used to derive BC$_a$ from absorption measurements. It can therefore be concluded that, even if the only absorbing substance in aerosols were C$_{\text{soot}}$, an uncertainty of about a factor of two in the estimation of “BC” would result from the variability of $\alpha_{\text{ATN}}$ itself. A good example for this is the study by Lim et al. (2003) where BC$_a$ concentrations differing by a factor of two were reported by an aethalometer and a PSAP running in parallel at the same site.

At the same time, one would expect that optical measurements of BC$_a$ by, e.g., an aethalometer or PSAP are less affected by the presence of C$_{\text{brown}}$ than thermochemical methods. This is because a typical absorption spectrum of HULIS shows a steep decrease of absorbance into the visible (Havers et al., 1998b; Zappoli et al., 1999; Hoffer et al., 2005), and has a very low specific absorption (<0.05 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$) at the operational wavelengths of these instruments (535 and 550 nm, respectively). It should be noted that in the accumulation mode, where the mass concentration of water soluble HULIS is highest (Lukács et al., 2004), Mie theory predicts that even spherical particles of pure graphite would have a significantly lower mass absorption efficiency than those in the Aitken mode. These two effects combined make it probable that over most of the troposphere, the contribution of C$_{\text{brown}}$ to atmospheric light absorption relative to that of C$_{\text{soot}}$ will be rather low in the wavelength range of 500–550 nm. However, given the strongly skewed absorption of C$_{\text{brown}}$ towards the UV, this statement may not be true for atmospheric light absorption integrated over the solar spectrum, i.e. the flux of energy that is absorbed in the troposphere (Hoffer et al., 2005). The possible consequences of this wavelength dependence will be discussed in detail in Sect. 3.

The 7-λ Aethalometer (Model E31, 450 to 950 nm) tries to capitalize on the difference in spectral dependence of C$_{\text{brown}}$ and C$_{\text{soot}}$ by measuring C$_{\text{soot}}$ in the near-infrared.
regime and deriving $C_{\text{brown}}$ from a near UV channel after subtracting the soot absorption component, assuming a $\lambda^{-1}$ dependence for soot absorption. However, in addition to the numerous systematic uncertainties associated with most filter-based sampling techniques, the concept assumes that the optical properties of $C_{\text{brown}}$ are fairly constant. As illustrated in Fig. 1, this cannot be expected due to the variable chemical nature of $C_{\text{brown}}$ in general and, for biomass burning in particular, due to the dependence of the optical properties of hydrogenated carbon on the encountered thermal annealing temperatures (Smith, 1984). The situation is further complicated by the presence of non-carbonaceous absorbing aerosol components such as soil dust (mainly hematite), which can play a significant role even in locations quite distant from desert regions (Fialho et al., 2005).

We conclude that especially when a significant fraction of light absorption is due to $C_{\text{brown}}$, a unique relationship between light absorption and “black carbon” cannot be expected to exist (Lindberg et al., 1999). This is the reason why we have introduced the term “equivalent black carbon”, $BC_{\text{eq}}$, which is that amount of $C_{\text{soot}}$ that would cause the same amount of light absorption as that observed in the sample, using the value of $\alpha_{\text{ATN}}$ and correction factors applied with a particular instrument. More fundamentally, the whole concept of determining a single value of “black carbon” from an absorption measurement on biomass smoke (and presumably also any aerosol sample that contains non-soot light absorbing carbon) must be called into question. Since a given sample consists of a mixture of $C_{\text{soot}}$ and $C_{\text{brown}}$ in unknown proportions, and both components have different ratios of light absorption to carbon mass, a unique value of “BC” mass concentration cannot be derived from light absorption.

3 Wavelength dependence of absorption and its possible effect on tropospheric photochemistry

Light absorption by particles is often measured at only one wavelength, and is extrapolated to other wavelengths using the power-law relationship for the spectral dependence of absorption:

$$\alpha_{\text{abs}} = K \times \lambda^{-\tilde{\alpha}_{\text{abs}}}$$

where $\alpha_{\text{abs}}$ is the mass absorption efficiency of the particles (m$^2$ g$^{-1}$), $K$ is a constant that includes the aerosol mass concentration, $\lambda$ (nm) is the wavelength of the light, and $\tilde{\alpha}_{\text{abs}}$ is the Ångström exponent for absorption. Although there is no theoretical justification for this equation, it generally adequately describes spectral absorption of atmospheric aerosol from the near UV to the near infrared regime. For small spherical particles ($2 \pi r |m| / \lambda < 1$) with radius $r$ and wavelength independent refractive index $m$, $\tilde{\alpha}_{\text{abs}}$ equals to 1.0 (Bond, 2001). For reasonable particle size distributions and a LAC refractive index of $m = 1.55–0.5i$, the theoretical values of $\tilde{\alpha}$ typically vary between 0.2 and 1.2. Measurements confirm that $\tilde{\alpha}_{\text{abs}}$ values are close to 1 in aerosols in which pure $C_{\text{soot}}$ dominates the LAC, as has been shown by several authors for motor vehicle emissions and urban aerosols by in-situ measurements (Rosen et al., 1978; Horvath, 1997; Bergstrom et al., 2002; Schnaiter et al., 2003; Lawless et al., 2004; Bond and Bergstrom, 2006) and inversion of remote sensing data (Dubovik et al., 1998; Bergstrom et al., 2003).

When absorption is stronger at shorter wavelengths, i.e., the particles appear brownish or yellow, $\tilde{\alpha}$ will be significantly greater than unity. Values of 2.0 and more were found in aerosol collected near a lignite combustion plant (Bond et al., 1999b), in biomass smoke (Kirchstetter et al., 2004; Schmid et al., 2005; Schnaiter et al., 2005b), environmental tobacco smoke (Lawless et al., 2004), and in rural aerosol (Lindberg et al., 1993). The highest values of $\tilde{\alpha}$ are found for the yellowish to brownish products of pure smoldering combustion, e.g., tobacco smoke (3.5, Lawless et al., 2004) or water-soluble HULIS from biomass burning (6–7, Hofer et al., 2005). This steepening of the increase of absorption towards shorter wavelengths can be attributed to the presence of significant amounts of light-absorbing organic compounds, i.e., $C_{\text{brown}}$, in aerosols resulting from low-temperature combustion (Bond, 2001).
This spectral dependence means that caution must be exercised when extrapolating absorption measured at a single wavelength over the solar spectrum, especially when the mass concentration of $C_{\text{soot}}$ is low relative to that of $C_{\text{brown}}$. When absorption coefficients are measured at mid-visible wavelengths and the spectral properties of $C_{\text{soot}}$ are assumed to represent all ambient light-absorbing carbon, the reduction of downward UV irradiance may be significantly underestimated. Since UV irradiance plays a very important role in tropospheric ozone production and photochemistry in general, its erroneous assessment through oversimplified interpretation of "BC" data may considerably weaken our ability to understand and predict photochemical processes in the troposphere (Albuquerque et al., 2005).

The first explanation for the reduced downward UV-irradiance observed in urban areas was provided by Jacobson (1999) who attributed it to UV-absorbing organic species such as nitrated aromatics, benzaldehydes, benzoic acids, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and to a lesser extent, nitrated inorganic compounds. In particular, nitrated aromatic compounds, PAHs and benzaldehydes were found to be the most effective UV-A and UV-B absorbers in terms of their imaginary refractive indices and absorption wavelengths. These compounds indeed show very strong wavelength dependence, and because their absorption tails off between the UV and visible wavelengths, global UV irradiance is attenuated much more than total solar irradiance. The decreased UV flux was calculated to reduce ozone mixing ratios in Los Angeles by 5–8%. Model column simulations with the inclusion of enhanced aerosol absorption, however, still underpredicted the observed UV irradiance reductions by 8 and 25% for an urban and rural site, respectively. The absorption by organic aerosol represented about $\frac{1}{2}$ of the total downward UV attenuation, primarily due to non-nitrated and nitrated aromatic compounds in proportions of 10.2–13.5% and 8.8–14.7%, respectively. In radiative transfer model calculations a positive forcing per unit mass of organic carbon of $+21$ W m$^{-2}$ per g OC was inferred from this effect alone (Jacobson, 2002).

One may speculate that the UV reduction missing from models may be due to the presence of unspeciated $C_{\text{brown}}$. Its spectral properties observed in atmospheric measure-ments are intermediate between those of nitrated PAHs and $C_{\text{soot}}$, and it shows a smooth decrease in absorbance towards the visible that can still be approximated by a power law relationship (Bond, 2001; Kirchstetter et al., 2004; Hoffer et al., 2005; Bond and Bergstrom, 2006).

There is another property of $C_{\text{brown}}$ which is worthy of note with respect to atmospheric light absorption, namely that a significant fraction of it is soluble in water (Hoffer et al., 2005). In fact, atmospheric observation on the properties of $C_{\text{brown}}$ largely came from measurements of the water extract of atmospheric aerosol. It can be well assumed that part of $C_{\text{brown}}$ could dissolve into growing cloud droplets upon cloud formation and produce homogeneous absorbing droplets which may affect overall cloud absorption, particularly in the UV. This effect could be most significant in clouds formed on dense biomass smoke plumes, where the concentration of $C_{\text{brown}}$ can be substantial (Mayol-Bracero et al., 2002). It was calculated that, e.g., at the wavelength of 475 nm a hydrometeor containing $C_{\text{brown}}$ at a concentration of $2 \times 10^{-6}$ M absorbs about 6 times more radiation than pure water does (Gelencsér et al., 2003). To the best of our knowledge, this effect has never been included in complex atmospheric radiation models.

4 Conclusions

The recent discovery of brown carbon in atmospheric aerosol makes it necessary to revisit the concept of a light-absorbing carbonaceous (LAC) component of atmospheric aerosol, which has been traditionally assumed to be exclusively black combustion soot. Although soot particles are readily recognizable by their typical morphologies, they are far from being uniform either in their chemical or physical properties. Unfortunately, monitoring methods that are commonly used for the determination of the mass concentration of soot carbon can only provide operationally defined quantities such as black carbon ("BC") or elemental carbon ("EC"). However, the operational character of these analytical parameters is very often overlooked, it would therefore be highly desirable to indicate it through the use of terms like "apparent EC" ($EC_a$) and "equivalent...
BC* (BC_e). Even in the case of combustion soot, there is a conceptual ambiguity in the separation of organic and elemental carbon, as well as in the determination of BC_e from light-absorption measurements, which introduces at least a factor of 2 uncertainty to their measurements. More than 50 inter-method and inter-laboratory comparisons for the determination of EC_a or BC_e have been conducted, showing typical differences of a factor of 2 between methods, but sometimes even discrepancies of a factor of 7 (Watson et al., 2006). In spite of this ongoing controversy, “BC” is very often considered a single, well-determined entity throughout the troposphere, especially in emission inventories and radiative transfer models, which has a uniform composition and physical properties approaching those of pure graphite or carbon black (e.g., Hansen et al., 2000; Chung and Seinfeld, 2002; Bond et al., 2004; Schaap et al., 2004; Wang, 2004).

The presence of brown carbon (C_{brown}) in aerosol, for which ample evidence has recently been lined up, raises serious concern about this simplified approach. Here we have shown that C_{brown} may interfere with both EC_a and BC_e measurements and introduce significant bias under specific conditions. This applies in particular to any situation where light absorption is not dominated by C_{soot} from petroleum combustion, i.e., regions where pyrogenic aerosols or light-absorbing biogenic aerosols play an important role – in other words, for most of the globe outside the industrialized regions of the most developed countries.

The fact that these components have progressively stronger absorption in the UV seriously calls into question whether measurements of light absorption at a single wavelength in the mid-visible can be used to infer absorption of solar radiation in the troposphere. In the light of these findings, even the concept of “BC” as a conservative atmospheric tracer for combustion processes must be challenged. Representative measurements of the spectral mass absorption efficiency of C_{brown} must be accomplished, however, before its contribution to atmospheric light absorption can be evaluated. At the same time, further studies are needed on the properties and origin of chromophoric organic species to establish the role they play in the global troposphere. Eventually, the whole concept of “light-absorbing carbon”, and the analytical methods used, need to be carefully reconsidered and “standardized” to provide reliable input for atmospheric models and legislative measures. The development and widespread use of standard reference materials, such as RM 8785 (Air Particulate Matter on Filter Media) (Klouda et al., 2005) should be encouraged.

We conclude that, at the present state of the art, the uncertainties and potential biases in EC_a and BC_e measurements are large, and that there is a poor correlation between measured EC_a or BC_e values and atmospheric light absorption. If these errors are systematic, and unless there is some degree of fortuitous compensation between upward and downward biases, they could call into question even the sign of the direct forcing of anthropogenic aerosols on climate!
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**Fig. 1.** Classification and molecular structure of carbonaceous aerosol components (from Pöschl, 2003).
Fig. 2. Filters loaded with commercial samples of humic acid (Fluka 53680) and lignin (Aldrich 37,095-9).

Fig. 3. Carbon and hydrogen thermogram of a water-extracted sample of pyrogenic aerosol from the Amazon region.
Fig. 4. Carbon and hydrogen thermograms of commercial samples of (a) lignin (Aldrich 37,095-9) and (b) humic acid (Fluka 53680).